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INTRODUC TION
A street vendor is a person selling goods/offering services to public in any location from either a built up structure or
moving around (Government of India, 2009). Conventionally motives for street entrepreneurship have been explained
in terms of four competing theories; modernisation, structuralist, neo-liberal and post-modern (Williams and Gurtoo,
2012). To understand their motives to engage in street entrepreneurship, 105 interviewees were probed in a semistructured interview from Aug. to Nov., 2019 in the capital city of India, Delhi through the help of the largest vending
federation in India, called the National Hawkers Federation (NHF).

AIM AND RESEARCH QUESTION
The aim of this research is to evaluate street entrepreneurship theories against vendors’ motivations to commence vending
through the lens of feminist theories. To achieve this aim, following research question was asked:
What are the motivations for women to commence street vending?
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Fig. 2: Data collection and analysis process
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CONCLUS ION
• Marital status of vendors impacted their choice of work: street vending vs. formal /informal work.
• Compartmentalising street entrepreneurs into necessity/ opportunity-driven does not fully explain their motivations because
motivations changed over time (fluid motivations) with their marital status and they were driven by multiple motivations.
• Agency of women (of any marital status) was akin to ‘forced-choice’ shaped by their structural setting.
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